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Abstract

In this paper we propose models for both temporal and

spatial locality of reference in streams of requests arriv�

ing at Web servers� We show that simple models based

on document popularity alone are insu�cient for cap�

turing either temporal or spatial locality� Instead� we

rely on an equivalent� but numerical� representation of a

reference stream� a stack distance trace� We show that

temporal locality can be characterized by the marginal

distribution of the stack distance trace� and we propose

models for typical distributions and compare their cache

performance to our traces� We also show that spatial lo�

cality in a reference stream can be characterized using the

notion of self�similarity� Self�similarity describes long�

range correlations in the dataset� which is a property

that previous researchers have found hard to incorporate

into synthetic reference strings� We show that stack dis�

tance strings appear to be stongly self�similar� and we

provide measurements of the degree of self�similarity in

our traces� Finally� we discuss methods for generating

synthetic Web traces that exhibit the properties of tem�

poral and spatial locality that we measured in our data�

� Introduction
The principle of locality of reference has very impor�

tant consequences for computer systems design� Ref�
erence streams exhibiting temporal locality can bene�t
from caching� and reference streams exhibiting spatial

locality can bene�t from prefetching� The application of
these principles �e�g�� in memory systems� is well under�
stood ���	 
���

In order to apply these principles to the design of
World Wide Web �Web� caching and prefetching sys�
tems	 its important to characterize the degree of local�
ity present in typical Web reference streams� For Web
accesses	 temporal locality refers to the property that
an item frequently accessed in the past is likely to be
accessed in the future	 whereas spatial locality refers to
the property that items neighboring an item frequently
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accessed in the past are likely to be accessed in the fu�
ture� For memory systems	 such neighborhoods are easily
de�ned in terms of address space proximity	 giving rise
to prefetching entities such as cache lines and memory

pages� For the Web	 we believe that the identi�cation of
similar prefetching entities is possible if spatial locality
is characterized properly�

Previous research in the locality properties of sym�
bolic reference streams have shown the bene�ts of trans�
forming the reference stream into an equivalent	 but nu�
merical	 representation� a stack distance stream �����
This transformation preserves all of the information of
the original trace except for the speci�c reference names	
and so it is invertible	 allowing reconstruction of the orig�
inal trace �albeit with synthetic names�� Two properties
of the stack distance stream can be used to measure the
notions of temporal and spatial locality� marginal distri�

bution� and correlation structure ���	 

�� The marginal
distribution measures the likelihood that two references
to the same object are separated by some number of
intervening references in the stream� The correlation
structure of the stream measures the likelihood that we
can predict future references based on the stream of past
references�

In this paper we use quantitative methods based on
stack distance to measure both the temporal and spatial
locality properties for Web reference streams� We char�
acterize reference streams collected at four Web servers	
propose a model for marginal distribution of stack dis�
tance �and thus temporal locality� and show typical
ranges of the relevant parameters� We also propose a
model for spatial locality of our reference streams based
on the correlation structure of stack distances� Using
these measurements we show how to generate synthetic
reference streams of arbitrary length whose performance
properties mimic those of our empirically measured data�

A novel feature of our approach is the use of statistical
self�similarity to capture the correlation structure of the
reference stream� That is	 we show evidence that Web
stack distance streams are statistically self�similar and
that this property can be used to explain aspects of the
reference stream that are the result of spatial locality�
The presence of self�similarity in the reference stream
means that correlations between object references can
occur at widely varying timescales �long�range depen�



dence�� A timeseries with long�range dependence ap�
pears much more �bursty� than series with only short�
range or no dependence � which agrees with generally
observed characterizations of reference locality� Long�
range dependence in the stack distance series is also re�
lated to previously noted fractal properties of cache miss
patterns �
��	 and we interpret prior work in fractal ref�
erence patterns in terms of our observations�

This method of measuring spatial locality also pro�
vides an interpretation for the notion of spatial locality
when reference streams are composed of symbols rather
than numbers� We consider object A to be close to
object B if there is a high likelihood that a reference
to A will immediately follow a reference to B� That
is	 the �distance� between objects is the inverse of the
transition probability of object references considered as
a �rst�order Markov chain� While this de�nition does
not correspond to our usual notions of a norm �it is not
symmetric�	 it does capture the important property of
spatial locality for the purposes of prefetching� the like�
lihood that prefetching will be successful�

Our methods focus on the locality properties of refer�
ence streams without regard to document size� Thus in
our simulations we consider caches to be sized to hold a
�xed number of documents rather than a �xed amount
of data� This assumption stems from the fact that we
are interested in locality	 which is a property of reference
streams independent of any cache size��

In the remainder of this section we describe the data
on which our measurements and trace simulations are
based� In section 
	 we characterize the popularity of
Web documents and show that a cache reference model
based on popularity is not expressive enough to capture
the temporal and spatial locality of reference properties
exhibited in actual Web traces� Evidence of these local�
ity of reference properties is presented in section �� In
sections � and �	 we characterize these properties and
present statistical models that capture these character�
istics� In section �	 we examine related work� We con�
clude in section � with a summary and directions for
future work�

Data Collection� TheWeb is a large�scale distributed
information system based on a client�server architecture�
Thus	 the workload viewed from a server standpoint con�
sists of a number of requests originated at many di�erent
clients� In order to analyze reference locality	 we exam�
ined the access logs for di�erent Web servers	 namely�

�Since we have shown in previous work ��� that document size
is correlated with expected reference frequency� this assumption
is somewhat limiting for direct use in cache performance analysis�
For that reason we are currently extending this work to include
document sizes in our analysis� Nonetheless we believe that the
current methods provide a simple and e�ective way to capture
both the spatial and temporal locality of Web reference streams�

the NCSA Web server located at the National Center for
Supercomputing Applications �NCSA�	 the SDSC Web
server at the San Diego Supercomputer Center �SDSC�	
the EPA Web server located at Research Triangle Park	
NC and the Web server at the Computer Science De�
partment at Boston University �BU�� In the case of the
NCSA	 the data refers only to one server �Costello�� The
SDSC and EPA logs are available at the Internet Tra�c
Archives ����	 the NCSA log was obtained after contact�
ing the sta� at the site and the BU logs were collected
at the departmental Web server�

The logs have one line of information per request pro�
cessed by the server� Each line contains the name of the
host making the request	 the timestamp the request was
made	 the �lename of the requested object and size in
bytes of the reply� Table � summarizes the statistics
about the logs of the four Web servers�

Log NCSA SDSC EPA BU

Duration � day � day � day � weeks

Start Date Dec �� Aug �� Aug �� Oct ��

Total requests ������ ���		� �
�
�� ������

Unique requests ����� ����
 ����� ���
�

Table �� Summary of Access Log Data

� Characterizing Document Popularity
The highly uneven popularity of various Web docu�

ments is a well�documented phenomenon that has been
exploited in previous caching	 replication and dissem�
ination studies� In these studies	 it was shown that
�Popular �les are very popular� ��	 ���� In ���	 Cunha	
Bestavros	 and Crovella characterized the popularity of
Web documents requested by clients and con�rmed the
applicability of Zipfs law �
�	 discussed in ����� to Web
documents� Zipfs law was originally applied to the re�
lationship between a words popularity in terms of rank
and its frequency of use� It states that if one ranks the
popularity of words used in a given text� �denoted by ��
by their frequency of use �denoted by P � then

P � ����

Note that this distribution is a parameterless hyperbolic
distribution� i�e�� � is raised to exactly ��	 so that the
nth most popular document is exactly twice as likely to
be accessed as the 
nth most popular document�

Our data shows that Zipfs law applies quite strongly
to Web documents serviced by Web servers� This is
demonstrated in Figure � for all 
��� documents ac�
cessed in the BU trace� The �gure shows a log�log plot of

�Zipf�s law has subsequently been applied to other examples of
popularity in the social sciences�
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Figure �� Zipfs Law Applied to Web Documents
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Figure 
� Zipfs Law for Web Document Sequences

the total number of references �Y axis� to each document
as a function of the documents rank in overall popular�
ity �X axis�� The tightness of the �t to a straight line
is strong �R� � �����	 as is the slope of the line� �����
�shown in the �gure�� Thus the exponent relating pop�
ularity to rank for Web documents is very nearly ��	 as
predicted by Zipfs law�

Our measurements suggest that Zipfs law applies	
not only to single requests for documents	 but also to
request strides� A request stride is a sequence of re�
quests from the same client where the time between suc�
cessive requests in that stride is not larger than a given
stride threshold� Figure�
 shows a log�log plot of the to�
tal number of references �Y axis� to strides of length k
�for k � �� 
� �� as a function of the strides rank in over�
all popularity �X axis�� The trace used for this plot is the
BU trace and the stride threshold is set at �� seconds�
Again	 the tightness of the �t for the family of curves in
Figure�
 to straight lines slope close to �� suggest that
Zipfs law does apply to sequences of requests�

Given the above observations	 one possible access
model ��
	 
� is to generate document requests accord�
ing to the popularity pro�le of documents� We call this
model the Zipf�based model� To test the validity of this
model we measured the miss rate at the server when
requests are generated synthetically	 to satisfy the ob�
served popularity pro�le of documents at BU	 and com�
pared these measurements with the measurements ob�
tained when the actual BU trace is used to drive the
simulation� The synthetic trace was generated by apply�
ing a random permutation to the actual trace for BU�
The result of this comparison is shown in Figure ��
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Figure �� Miss rate for a Zipf�based synthetic workload
and for an actual trace

Obviously	 using popularity as the basis of a cache
model for Web documents does not yield acceptable re�
sults� Figure � shows that for a cache size of ��� items	
the miss rate that results from a Zipf�based cache model
is nearly ��� less than the actual miss rate�

The main weakness of a Zipf�based model is that it
does not capture the potential locality of reference prop�
erties that may be present in actual traces� In particular	
while the Zipf�based synthetic trace preserves the gen�
eral popularity pro�le of documents	 it fails to capture
the temporal and spatial locality of reference properties�
In the next section we show evidence that these prop�
erties indeed exist in Web traces	 and in sections � and
�	 we provide simple	 yet expressive statistical models
thereof�

� Evidence of Reference Locality
Temporal Locality� Temporal locality implies that
recently accessed documents are more likely to be ref�
erenced in the near future� Based on the concepts pro�
posed in ���	 
��	 we de�ne a stack distance model that
captures the temporal locality relationships present in
a request stream� Let us consider a reference stream
Rt � r�� r�� ���� rt	 where rt denotes the name of the ob�



ject requested at virtual time t� Our unit of time will
be one request	 so that virtual time t indicates that t
requests have already arrived at a server� Let us also
de�ne the LRU stack St	 which is an ordering of all ob�
jects of a server by recency of usage� Thus	 at virtual
time t	 the LRU stack is given by�

St � fo�� o�� � � � � oNg ���

where o�� o�� � � � � oN are objects of the server and o� is
the most recently accessed object	 o� the next most re�
cently referenced	 etc� If o� is the most recently ac�
cessed document	 then rt � o�� Whenever a refer�
ence is made to an object	 the stack must be updated�
Considering that rt�� � oi	 then the stack becomes
St�� � foi� o�� o�� ���� oi��� oi��� ���� oNg� Suppose now
that St�� � fo�� o�� ���� oNg and rt � oi� Then	 we could
say that request rt is at distance i in stack St��� Let dt
denote the stack distance of the document referenced at
time t� We then have the following relation�

if rt � oi then dt � i �
�

Thus	 for any request string Rt � r�� r�� ���� rt there is a
corresponding distance string � � d�� d�� ���� dt� We can
then consider that the distance string and the request
string are equivalent in terms of reference information�
Since the distance string re�ects the pattern in which
Web users request documents from a server rather than
the actual identity of the documents	 it will be used as
our model for object reference pattern��

The marginal distribution of distance probabilities is
an indication of temporal locality because it measures
the number of intervening references between two refer�
ences to the same object� Small stack distances result
from frequent references to a document� In other words	
the documents referenced most frequently tend to be
those close to the top of the stack�

As a measure of the temporal locality present in our
traces	 we compare the average stack distance found in
the BU trace with that of the scrambled BU trace� The
results	 shown in table 
	 indicate that the average stack
distance is apparently greater for the scrambled trace	
meaning that temporal locality has been decreased�

Spatial Locality� The existence of spatial locality of
reference could be established by comparing the total
number of unique sequences observed in a trace and the
total number of unique sequences that would be found
in a random permutation of such a trace� Notice that

�The particular choice of LRU as the stack ordering algorithm
does not restrict the applicability of our methods to use with any
particular caching strategy� however it does allow direct evaluation
of LRU caches as a means of testing the accuracy of our methods�
which we will do in Section ��

BU Trace Original Scrambled

Mean Stack Distance �
��
�� �������

Standard Deviation �����	� �������

Table 
� Evidence of Temporal Locality

a random permutation of a trace �henceforth called a
scrambled trace� preserves the popularity pro�le of the
various documents in that trace	 but it destroys the spa�
tial locality of reference that may exist in such a trace
�by uncorrelating the sequence of references�� If refer�
ences are indeed correlated	 then one would expect the
total number of unique sequences observed in a trace to
be much less than the total number of unique sequences
observed in a scrambled trace�

Figure � shows the total number of unique sequences
�Y axis� of length k �X axis� observed in the �rst week
�the �rst �
	��� references� of the BU trace	 which we
call the BU� server trace� Three cases are shown� The
top curve shows the total number of unique k�long se�
quences observed in a scrambled BU� trace� The middle
curve shows the total number of unique k�long sequences
observed in the BU� trace� Since traces arriving at the
server re�ect an interleaving of a number of individual
client traces	 we plot in the bottom curve the total num�
ber of unique k�long sequences observed when separately
considering individual clients in the BU� trace�
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Figure �� Unique sequences observed in the BU trace

All three curves show an increase in the total number
of unique sequences as k increases	� with the random�

�The reason that all three curves level�o� is related to the lim�
ited length of the trace� In particular� it is impossible to observe



ized trace showing the steepest increase and the client
trace showing the slowest increase� These results con�rm
the existence of considerable spatial locality in client ac�
cess patterns� For example	 while up to �
	�
� di�er�
ent sequences of length � are observed in the scrambled
BU� trace	 only ��	��� �more than ��� less� di�erent
sequences of length � are observed in the BU� client
traces� This spatial locality is �diluted� to some extent
�but still very much evident� in the BU� server trace�


	��� �about ��� less� di�erent sequences of length �
are observed in the BU� server trace�

� Characterizing Temporal Locality

Since it is clear that real traces and scrambled traces
di�er signi�cantly in the aggregate properties of their
stack distance traces	 we examine the marginal distribu�
tions of stack distances�

As discussed in Section �	 the marginal distribution
of stack distance captures the temporal locality present
in the trace� That is	 if D is a random variable corre�
sponding to stack distance �with distribution function
FD� and M�C� is the miss rate of a cache that can hold
C �les �using the same replacement algorithm that was
used to generate the stack distance trace�	 then�

P �D � C� � �� FD�C� �M�C�

Thus	 knowledge of the complementary distribution
function �� FD provides enough information to predict
the performance of a cache of any size for the given trace�

To estimate distributions for the four traces we con�
sider	 histograms are shown in Figure �� This �gure
shows that most of the stack distances are close to �
�the traces show good temporal locality� and yet there
are long tails to the distributions� We considered a num�
ber of long�tailed distributions to model this data� In
particular we rejected the Pareto distribution ����� be�
cause although the tails are long	 they do not seem to
follow a power�law� The data were found to be best �t
by a lognormal distribution� Data that follows a lognor�
mal distribution has the property that its logarithm is
normally distributed� The resulting distribution has a
very long tail but is not heavy�tailed in the strict sense
of following a power�law in the tails�

To illustrate the use of lognormal distributions to
model stack distances	 Figure � shows the empiri�
cally measured distributions and the �tted distributions�
Each plot shows a histogram of the base �� logs of the
stack distance data� in addition the plot shows the shape
of the corresponding �t of a lognormal distribution to the
data� While the data sets may appear to vary from nor�
mal to some degree	 in reality these di�erences have been

any more than l � k unique k�long sequences in a trace of length
l� For our experiments l � �	� ����hence the observed ceiling�

magni�ed by the log�transformation process� In fact the
�t to the data is quite close as we will show below�

The parameters used to generate the �tted distribu�
tions shown in Figure � are given in Table �� The �� and
�� columns show the mean and standard deviation of the

base �� log of the datasets� The table shows that for
the traces we studied	 the �� varies only slightly� Most
of the variation between the datasets occurs in the ��
parameter�

BU NCSA SDSC EPA
�� ���
� ����� ����� 
����
�� ����� ����� ���
� ���
�

Table �� Lognormal Distribution Parameters for Traces

The ability of lognormal distributions to predict ac�
tual miss rates in �nite caches is shown in Figure �� As
discussed above we plot P �D � C� since it is equivalent
to miss rate� In each plot	 we show the predicted miss
rate using the lognormal stack distance model and the
actual miss rate obtained from the data� The agreement
between model and data in each case is good	 except in
the case of the EPA trace	 which has very poor locality�

A comparison of the traces in terms of their �tted pa�
rameters is shown in Figure �� This �gure shows how
temporal locality �measured by miss rate� varies across
the traces	 and the corresponding parameter values that
capture that locality� The �gure shows that as the tem�
poral locality of a trace decreases	 the mean of lognor�
mal distribution increases �from about ��� up to 
�
� and
the standard deviation of the lognormal distribution also
tends to increase	 although to a lesser degree �from ����
up to ������
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Figure �� Empirical Stack Distance Distributions �Left to Right� BU	 NCSA	 SDSC	 EPA�
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� Characterizing Spatial Locality
Having characterized the temporal locality present in

our traces	 we now present models for spatial locality�
Previous work has shown that the correlation structure
of the stack distance stream is useful for modeling spa�
tial locality �

�� however previous attempts to model
the correlation structure of reference strings have used
models with only short�range dependence	 such as �nite
�rst�order Markov chains� As pointed out in �
��	 such
short�range dependent models are not capable of captur�
ing the long�term structure of reference strings	 which
includes phase change behavior�

Measuring Stack Distance Self�Similarity� To
capture the long�range dependence in stack distance
strings we employ the statistics of self�similarity� We
say that a series Yt is H�self�similar if for any positive
stretching factor c� the rescaled process with time scale
ct	 which is c�HYct	 is equal in distribution to the origi�
nal process Yt� That is	

Yt �d c
�HYct for all c� t � �� ���

This means that the series Yt has fractal�like properties�
detail is present at all scales� As a result	 using only the
single parameter H �related to the fractal dimension� we
can capture variation at a wide range of scales�

Equation � applies to a motion process	 such as Brow�
nian motion �for which H � ����� For stationary pro�
cesses like our stack distance traces	 an equivalent de��
nition is used	 which relates the stationary process to its
corresponding motion process �formed by taking succes�
sive sums of the stationary process��

De�nition� Let fXtg be a stationary process
with continuous time parameter t� Then we
say that Xt is H�self�similar if for any positive
aggregation factor m the series obtained by m�
aggregating Xt is equal in distribution to Xt�
That is�

Xt �d m
�H

tmX

i��t���m��

Xi for all m � N� t � �

���

Because of the correlations present on all scales that is
implied by Equation �	 stationary self�similar processes
also have the property of long�range dependence� A long�
range dependent series typically has �bursts� �values
above or below the mean� that occur on all time scales�
That is	 regardless of the scale at which the series is
viewed	 bursty patterns can be observed� This prop�
erty is in strong contrast to short�range dependent mod�
els �such as Markovian processes or Poisson processes�
which appear smooth at long timescales�

The property of burstiness at all timescales is notice�
ably present in stack distance series� it is this property
that has been di�cult to capture in the past using only
short�range dependent models� An example of this e�ect
is shown in Figure �� The �gure compares the BU stack
distance trace with a trace formed by �rst randomly
scrambling the BU dataset before calculating stack dis�
tances� Note that both traces consist of exactly the same
set of �le references� however in the case of the scrambled
dataset the spatial locality has been destroyed�

The �gure shows the two stack distance traces at vary�
ing levels of detail� In the bottom graphs each point in
the series is formed by summing � consecutive points �in
non�overlapping blocks� from the original traces� Mov�
ing up the next series is formed by summing � points
from the lower series	 and so on until at the top level each
data point consists of the sum of �
� data points from
the original stack distance series� In each plot we have
only plotted �
� points so as to show equivalent levels of
detail� at the top	 this corresponds to the entire series	
at lower levels	 the plots are over ranges that are selected
arbitrarily� When summing data in this way	 short range
dependences are averaged out� if the series is long�range
dependent	 bursts will still remain� This can be seen by
comparing the scrambled trace �on the right� with the
original trace �on the left�� The bursts that are present
in the original trace are evidence of very long�range cor�
relations in the original dataset	 which corresponds to
long periods of very large stack distances � as would be
caused by phase changes in �le referencing behavior�

The degree of self�similarity in a series is captured
by the parameter H 	 which takes values between ���
and ���� If H � ���� the series has no long�range de�
pendence	 and acts like Gaussian noise �whose motion
process is Brownian motion�� As H � �	 the burstiness
of the series becomes more pronounced at high levels of
aggregation� To estimate the H parameter for our series	
we use four methods� Three methods	 the variance�time
plot	 the R�S plot	 and the periodogram	 are graphical�
These methods are useful for assessing whether assump�
tions about the data are correct �such as stationarity�
and for providing a single estimate of H � Each of the
three graphical methods results in an X�Y plot� linearity
in the plot is evidence of long�range dependence in the
underlying series	 and the slope of the line in each case
can be used to estimate H � The fourth method is the
maximum likelihood estimator for H 	 called the Whittle

estimator	 which provides con�dence intervals as well�
Interested readers are referred to ��	 ��� for a discussion
of these methods in more detail�

Plots of the graphical estimators for the BU trace are
shown in Figure ��� On the left is the variance�time
estimator� the plot appears strongly linear over most of
its range	 and the slope of the line yields an estimate
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Figure �� Stack Distance Scaling Behavior of Original �left� and Scrambled �right� BU Traces



of �H � ���
 �the line corresponding to H � ��
 is also
plotted for reference�� In the center is a plot of the R�S
statistic� again	 the evident linearity is evidence of long�
range dependence	 and the slope yields �H � ����� In this
plot the lines corresponding to H � ��
 and H � � are
plotted for reference� On the right is the periodogram
estimator� the signi�cant scatter shown is typical in this
plot	 but a an underlying linear trend is present	 and
least�squares �t to the points yields �H � ����� Thus	
each of these plots shows evidence of self�similarity� The
graphical results for the other three stack distance traces
are not shown	 but they exhibit similar linearity�

In addition to the graphical estimators	 we also used
the Whittle MLE estimator to estimate H for our
datasets� In all cases we found reasonable agreement
between the estimators	 and values of H signi�cantly
above ��
� The results for our four datasets are shown
in Table �� The values of H range from about ���� for
the BU dataset to about ���� for the EPA dataset�

Whittle
V�T RS Period� MLE ���� conf��

BU ��� �
� ��
 ��� ������ ���
�

NCSA �
� �
� �
� �
� ���
	� ��

�

SDSC �
� ��� ��� ��� ������ ��
��

EPA ��� ��� ��� ��� ������ ���
�

Table �� Estimates of H for Datasets

We considered the possibility that the process of
transforming the original traces into stack distance
strings may have been responsible for introducing de�
pendence into the data� To answer this question we
randomly rearranged each dataset	 calculated the cor�
responding new stack distance series	 and estimated the
H values of the resulting series� The results are shown
in Table �� These estimates are all very close to ��
	
indicative of no long�range dependence in the series� As
a result	 we conclude that the presence of long�range
dependence in these timeseries re�ects actual correla�
tions among the symbol pattern in the original reference
traces�

Whittle
V�T RS Period� MLE

BU ��� ��� ��� ���

NCSA ��� ��� ��� ���

EPA ��� ��� ��� ���

SDSC ��� ��� ��
 ���

Table �� Estimates of H for Scrambled Datasets

Relationship to Fractal Cache Miss Patterns�

Another way to look at Figure � is that	 progressing from
top to bottom	 we are �zooming in� on the data� The
fact that the plots on the left of the �gure show roughly
similar degrees of burstiness at all scales is evidence of
fractal�like behavior of the stack distance trace�

In fact	 fractal geometry has been noted in the past
as a characteristic of reference locality in computer sys�
tems� In particular	 Voldman et� al� �
�� presented
data on misses in cache memory systems for three dif�
ferent workloads �scienti�c	 database	 and general�� The
authors showed that each of these cache miss sequences
shows fractal patterns� individual misses are clustered
in time	 clusters form clusters	 and so on� One of their
results is that if cache miss events are plotted on the
number line using the sequence number of the reference
as the coordinate	 the result is a fractal pattern of di�
mension between � and ��

To relate our results to those of Voldman et� al�	 we
�rst note that self�similarity of a stack distance trace
implies that the stack distance trace is also a fractal�
A statistically self�similar series Xt like the one shown
on the left of Figure � has an almost sure fractal di�
mension �in the sense of either the Hausdor� dimH or
box�counting dimension dimB� of ����

dim�Xt� � 
�H�

Thus the fractal dimension of such a series is ��
 for
Gaussian noise �H � ��
�	 and decreases to � as the
correlation present in the series increases �H � ��� This
corresponds with the intuition that a series with more
dependence is more �predictable� and �lls space less
completely�

The connection between our work and �
�� then is
that	 if stack distances are self�similar	 we expect cache
misses to have fractal properties� The reason for this is
as follows� Cache miss patterns can be seen to be the
points of intersection between the stack distance trace
and a line	 parallel to the x axis	 corresponding to some
�xed cache size� The intersection of fractal X having
� � dimH�X� � 
 and a line L �dimH�L� � �� is almost
surely a new fractal X � with dimH�X

�� � dimH�X�� �
����� This means that a cache miss fractal derived from
a stack distance fractal such as our traces should have
a dimension between � and �� In fact we have observed
this e�ect and have found that cache misses in our traces
show fractal characteristics that are consistent with the
patterns previously observed by Voldman et� al�

Thus our results can be seen as another perspective
on the fractal nature of cache miss patterns� however	
our work extends those results to the case of WWW ref�
erence patterns	 and shows how to use fractal properties
in generating synthetic traces	 as discussed in the next
section�
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Figure ��� Graphical Estimators of H for BU Trace

Generating Synthetic Web Reference Traces� To
generate synthetic Web reference traces it is important
to mimic as closely as possible both the temporal and
spatial locality present in real traces� The results in this
paper suggest the following process�

�� Select parameters � and � re�ecting temporal local�
ity	 and H re�ecting spatial locality� These may be
selected based on empirical measurement of traces
that are to be imitated	 or from the range of values
measured in the traces reported here�


� Generate a stack distance trace with marginal dis�
tribution determined by � and � and long�range de�
pendence determined by H �

�� Invert the stack distance trace to form a sequence
of �le names�

On �rst glance	 step 
 seems di�cult� Fortunately
recent results have shown that marginal distribution
and long�range dependence can be considered as sep�
arate problems for trace generation ����� That work
shows that	 given a long�range dependent series Xt with
H � HX and marginal cumulative probability function
FX �x�	 we can generate another long�range dependent
series Yt with H � HX and arbitrary marginal cumu�
lative probability function FY �x�� This is achieved by
individual transformation of the elements of Xt as fol�
lows�

Yt � F��
Y

�FX �Xt�� ���

The authors in ���� show that this transformation pre�
serves long�range dependence with the same value of H �

Thus	 our approach to step 
 is as follows� First	
generate a self�similar series with given H � This can be
done in a number of ways� a fast approach is described
in �
��� Then apply the transformation of Equation �
to obtain a series with the proper lognormal marginal
distribution�

We have begun to use the method for generating web
reference traces and are currently evaluating the proper�
ties of the resulting traces� Initial experiments involving
models of only temporal locality properties are encour�
aging�

� Related Work

Modeling� Denning and Schwartz ���� established
the fundamental properties that characterize the phe�
nomenon of locality in hierarchical structures of memory�
In ����	 the authors studied stack algorithms and intro�
duced stack distance as a means for analyzing behavior
of demand�paged memory systems� They also discussed
the signi�cance of stack distance strings for evaluating
performance of memory management schemes� Then	
Spirn �
�� proposes the use of distance string models to
represent program behavior� Distance strings are equiv�
alent in information content to the reference string	 but
are more easily handled by mathematical models� The
distance string model and the LRU stack model are
equivalent	 since it is possible to determine the LRU
stack at each time from the knowledge of the distance
string� However	 the proposed distance string model
does not capture the long�range dependencies among ref�
erences� As pointed out by the author	 the model does
not provide an accurate characterization of page faults	
which tend in real programs to occur in clusters� When
changes in locality occur gradually	 page by page	 it is
relatively simple to model the reference locality� How�
ever	 in a real program	 the locality set of execution is
completely disrupted by the execution of a new phase
of the program� Usually	 the abrupt changes in local�
ity generate large distances in distance string model�
Markov distance string models are capable of predict�
ing bursts based on the most recent generated distances�
Thus	 the work in �
�� argues that Markov models are
not able to capture the behavior of real programs	 which
exhibit some form of long�range dependencies� The au�
thor also points out that those models	 based on the dis�



tance probabilities	 are not suitable for simulation stud�
ies of program behavior	 because they lack the ability to
mimic long�range e�ects�

Application of Fractals� As discussed in Section �	
the use of fractal geometry and self�similarity to ana�
lyze behavior of computer systems was pioneered by the
work of Voldman et� al� �
��� The authors looked at
memory reference traces of three software environments
and found that the distributions of intermiss distances
follow a power�law	 indicative of fractal behavior� The
cache misses are grouped over time in clusters	 which are
statistically self�similar� As a result of the analysis	 they
conjecture that the fractal dimension of a given cache
miss distribution is a measure of the complexity of the
underlying software�

Based on the work in �
��	 paper �
�� models the pat�
terns generated by a processor accessing memory as ran�
dom walk with fractal dimension� The author proposes
that in an asymptotic behavior the number of misses
that a program encounters in an in�nite cache is given
by a hyperbolic function of the fractal dimension� The
paper also presents an approximate analytical model for
cache misses� The model has two distinct phases	 one
called forced mode	 which represents the cold start pro�
cess� The fractal mode phase models the stable phase
of a cache� However	 the model is not easily used be�
cause of the empirical process of obtaining and adjust�
ing its parameters from plots of the traces� Also	 the
proposed model does not represent multiprogramming
environments	 where context switches occur frequently�

Our paper extends the work referenced in �
�	 
�	

�� to the context of large distributed systems and also
adds parameters to fully describe locality aspects of a
reference stream that arrives at a Web server�

Exploiting Web Reference Locality� Previous
studies in caching	 replication	 dissemination	 and
prefetching protocols for large distributed information
systems have recognized and exploited the various lo�
cality of reference properties examined in this paper� In
the remainder of this section we present a brief review of
these protocols� For space limitations	 we limit ourselves
to Web�related work�

Glassman ��
� presents one of the earliest attempts for
caching on the Web	 whereby �satellite relays� �proxy
caches� are organized into a tree�structured hierarchy
with cache misses in lower relays percolating up through
higher relays until the requested object is found� The
performance of this caching system for a single relay with
a rather small cache size indicated that it is possible to
maintain a �fairly stable� ��� hit rate� Using a Zipf�
based model	 it was estimated that with an in�nite�size
cache	 the maximum achievable hit rate is ���� An�
other early attempt at characterizing Web access pat�

terns is the work of Recker and Pitkow �
��	 in which a
model for Web information access is proposed based on
two metrics borrowed from psychological research on hu�
man memory�namely the frequency and recency rates
of past accesses�

The �rst comprehensive study of client�based caching
for the Web was conducted by our Oceans group�	 In
that study ���	 the e�ectiveness of session caching	 host
caching	 and LAN proxy caching were established using
a unique set of �	��� client traces �almost ���	��� URL
requests�	 which were obtained by intrumenting Mosaic
���� This study concluded that LAN proxy caching�
while e�ective in reducing response time by as much as
a half�is ultimately limited by the low level of sharing of
remote documents amongst clients of the same site� This
�nding agrees with Glassmans predictions ��
� and was
further con�rmed for general proxy caching by Abrams
et al ����

In ����	 Markatos examines the potential performance
gains from using Main Memory Web Caches� He shows
that a small amount of main memory could yield sub�
stantial improvement in performance if cache manage�
ment methods that are sensitive to document popular�
ity and to user preferences for small documents ��� are
employed�

Exploiting the spatial locality of reference properties
exhibited in Web access patterns was investigated in two
recent prefetching studies of our Oceans group� In ���	
Bestavros and Cunha propose a protocol that allows a
client to prefetch Web documents based on Markov mod�
els built from the clients previous access patterns� In
��� Bestavros propose a protocol that allows prefetching
to be initiated as a result of hints generated by servers
based on a Markov model built by analyzing the servers
access logs�

� Conclusion

In this paper we have measured the locality present
in reference traces arriving at four servers in the World
Wide Web	 and shown statistical models that capture
the locality properties of our datasets� These models
can be used to compare di�erent reference streams	 pre�
dict cache performance	 and generate synthetic reference
streams with realistic properties�

We �rst showed that simple methods for generating
reference streams based only on document popularity
capture neither the temporal nor the spatial locality
present in a trace� We then measured the temporal
locality properties of the reference traces	 and showed
that a reasonable model for stack distance distribution
is the lognormal distribution� Finally	 to model spatial
locality	 we argued that models incorporating long�range

�http���www�cs�bu�edu�groups�oceans



dependence were necessary in order to capture the long�
term behavior of reference patterns�

Ongoing work is extending these models of locality
to incorporate explicit modeling of document size� In
addition	 although our work is based on traces obtained
from servers	 we are also interested in the locality prop�
erties of client reference traces	 and how those properties
change when streams are captured close to the client	 as
compared to close to the server�
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